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In a

war-torn
country

A soldier artist looks at Iraq

V

By Lance Nixon | lance.nicon@capjournal.com

ietnam veteran James Pollock once served his country by capturing the
war on canvas, and one day a conversation in the weight room at the
YMCA in Pierre reminded him
how important that job was. His
friend John Guhin remarked
that a young graduate of Riggs
High School was serving in
Iraq with a National Guard Unit from
Louisiana. She was an artist and she had
told people she would draw or paint some
pictures to show what Iraq was like.
For Pollock, the response was natural
– he remembered his time as an official
combat artist.
“A light bulb went off and I said, ‘Well,
maybe she would like to do it officially for
the Army,’” Pollock recalls. “I was kind
of shooting in the dark. I took a chance
that she would be good, and she turned
out to be wonderful. That whole scenario
of my having a seemingly casual conversation with John at the Pierre YMCA
ended up having profound ramifications
for Heather.”
The artist he is talking about is Heather
Englehart, formerly Heather Smith,
daughter of Curtis and Dianne Smith who
live now in Sioux Falls. A 1997 graduate of
Riggs High School, she is married to Kyle
Englehart, a 1998 graduate of Riggs.
Englehart recalls what Pollock did after
first learning of her assignment in Iraq.
“He knew that I was an artist and he
contacted me and said, ‘Here’s some art
supplies for painting and drawing, keeping logs, journals, whatever. Would you be
interested in painting for the Center for
Military History?’” she said. “Before long
they had actually contacted me and asked
if I would be interested as well.”
Renee Klish, then the Army Art Curator
with the Center of Military History in
Washington, D.C., said Englehart was not
the first female combat artist – that distinction belongs to an artist named Henrietta
Snowden, who deployed to Kosovo in March 2000 and photographed and sketched
day-to-day Army events that she later made into finished art works. But Englehart
had the kind of talent the Army wanted to use to document the wartime experience of
Americans.
“She got in touch with me through Jim and I asked to see some of her work,” Klish
recalled. “It was so good I said, ‘I’ve got to have some of this for the collection.’”
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Klish said having artists in uniform
enables the Army to document the experience of Americans in war in a way that photography, for example, can’t do.
“I used to be a press photographer, so I can
speak to it a bit from this angle. The camera
sees with one eye. What the camera captures
is what the camera captures,” Klish said.
“Whereas an artist goes in and sees with both
eyes, and so not only can see the action going
on but also what’s going on in the periphery
and can catch the nuances which possibly
the camera cannot capture. It’s more threedimensional, or actually four-dimensional,
because it’s taking in time as well.”

Seeing war through women’s eyes
Sarah Forgey, the current curator of the
Army Art Collection at the U.S. Army Center
of Military History, said women artists are
not exactly new to covering conflict, though
they didn’t always work for the military.
Ann Tilson and Anne Cleveland documented WAC activities and training during World War II. Edna Reindel and Gladys
Davis were artist correspondents for Life
Magazine. Reindel documented women
workers at defense factory jobs in California
and Davis documented occupied Paris.
Marion Greenwood was an artist correspondent for Abbott Laboratories and documented wounded soldiers rehabilitation at a New
Jersey hospital.
Army Artist Ellen White documented
bicentennial activities in 1976. Army Artist
Janet Fitzgerald covered Corps of Engineers
activities and women’s training in 1979.
Army Artist Roberta Goschke documented
Army activities in Panama in 1992.
“Since the establishment of our current
Artist-in-Residence position in 1992, we
have had two female Artists-in-Residence:
Henrietta Snowden and our current Artistin-Residence, SFC Amy Brown. Snowden
documented Kosovo and was our Artistin-Residence on staff on 9/11 and created
a haunting pastel drawing of the damaged Pentagon. SFC Brown has been our
Artist-in-Residence since July 2012 and has
deployed to NY/NJ to document recovery
efforts following Hurricane Sandy, as well as
to Afghanistan in summer 2013 to cover the
drawdown,” Forgey said in an email.
“Heather Englehart was not an official
Artist-in-Residence, though her work is a
very important addition to our collection.
Since we have only one Artist-in-Residence
at a given time, that one artist can only be in
one place at a time. Heather’s work from Iraq
fills a hole that we would otherwise have in
our documentation of the War on Terror.”

Preparation of a military artist
Englehart’s talent – and some intercession
by people such as Klish – earned her the
chance to help document her wartime experience with the 1st Battalion, 244th Aviation
Regiment, in Iraq in 2004 and 2005.
But her preparation for that actually
began long before, when she was a student at
Riggs High School.
“I was very involved in the different arts
programs that Riggs did offer. They had the
Arts Club and then they always had electives
that you could take,” she said.
Later, Heather studied architecture at
North Dakota State University in Fargo.
Art remained a hobby and the two fields
have similarities, she said.
“Other job descriptions, if you will, are
a very linear process. It requires you to do
Step A, then B, then C. Whereas both art
and architecture are what as referred to as
a cylindrical process. You will sort of wrap
around and often you will jump from different points back to the others,” Englehart
said.
When Englehart arrived in Iraq, one of
her immediate tasks was her other field of
expertise – architecture.
“When we got on the ground I was designing the buildings we were going to be working out of because essentially, there was
nothing there,” she said.
But once her unit realized what artistic
talent she had, and once the Army asked her
to start using her art to document her experience, new doors opened.
“Often I was able to get on an aircraft and
go out with them on missions, taking photos and documenting what I saw,” she said.
“That was the main mission, but there are
so many other support operations, so I was
able to travel around and see the different
support operations, whether it be fueling,
maintenance, cooking, supply, anything.”

Art of war
Klish, who has written extensively about
America’s history of war artists, said the
way Englehart set to work documenting
those aspects of a wartime deployment in
Iraq is essentially the same mission the U.S.
government described to artists in a 1943
memorandum to War Art Units:
What we insist on is the best work you
are individually capable of; and the most
integrated picture of war in all its phases
that your group is capable of. . . . Any subject is in order, if as artists you feel that it is
part of War; battle scenes and the front line;
battle landscapes; the wounded, the dying
and the dead; prisoners of war; field hospitals and base hospitals; wrecked habitations
and bombing scenes; character sketches of
our own troops, of prisoners, of the natives
of the country you visit;—[but] never official
portraits; the tactical implements of war;
embarkation and debarkation scenes, the
nobility, courage, cowardice, cruelty, boredom of war; all this should form part of a
well-rounded picture. Try to omit nothing;
duplicate to your heart’s content. Express if
you can—realistically or symbolically—the
essence and spirit of War.
“The whole thing about the artist going
into battle is that it gives a whole different
feel to what is going on because the artists
were told, Paint what you see in whatever
style, whatever medium as long as it’s, one,
recognizable; two, they were not to be the
official portrait painters of the generals; and
three, no one could tell them what to do. So
nothing was off-limits. It could be the battle,
it could be the mundane,” Klish said.
She adds that some of Englehart’s pieces
– one that’s shows a makeshift clothesline

on which socks are drying, for example – get
at that experience of the ordinary life of
soldiers.
Part of that could be the influence of
Pollock, whom Englehart praises as a mentor.
“One thing I told her was to pay attention
to the ordinary and mundane things that she
might take for granted while she’s there. I
told her it might seem ordinary to the troops,
but it’s not ordinary to the people on the outside looking in.”
Englehart said she doesn’t know if she,
as a woman, sees and documents war differently than a male would.
“I can’t really tell you because I’ve never
been a male artist,” she said.
But she notes that her own personality
influenced what she chose to paint in Iraq.
“War itself is obviously ugly and there
is nothing pretty about it. I did not paint
horrific scenes or illustrate anything along
the lines of the tragedy that you see in war.
Maybe it’s the optimist in me, always liking
to see the silver lining,” she said. “I painted
things where I saw beautiful sunsets – in a
war-torn country, the sand that’s mixing in
the air, it creates some of the most beautiful sunsets I have ever seen. I painted those
kinds of things. I painted what the normal
duties were for the day. I was part of an
aviation battalion. We weren’t busting down
doors, we weren’t doing anything along those
lines. They definitely still see their fair share
of what war can do to a country. I was trying
to focus on the beauty of the culture and the
beauty of the land around me.”

Tools and techniques
Though not a watercolorist, as Pollock is,
Englehart says the technique of the watercolorist is something that influenced her
during her time as a war artist. She said
Pollock deserves the credit for that.
“I do not claim to be a watercolorist by
any means. I don’t believe I possess the
technique and the skills to do it as it should
be. However, the thing that is nice about it is
the flow and the sketchiness about it, if you
will. There is something that Jim taught me,
or pushed – I’m sure I heard it along the line
somewhere before him. He was encouraging
me to go out and fill sketchbooks. Just go
quickly, take down what you see, don’t think
about it, just do it – let it flow out and do it as
much as you can. That’s kind of important.
Often that looseness that you see in sketches
like that gives a sense of what the situation was like better than a very hard-lined
piece would have done. And watercolor is
similar to that. It’s kind of a flowing feeling.
Sometimes I’ll use that and I’ll combine it
with pen and ink to give a splash of color.”
Her own style of art is quite different from
that.
“By natural instinct I usually use acrylic
paints and I’m very detailed. I try to be looser, I try to be more watercolor, if you will. But
acrylic allows me to go into the detail that
my eye sees, that my mind sees. Often I will
change pieces, the color somewhat to spike
interest or maybe to add a little bit more of a
mood, whereas the imagery is going to look
like what it did.”
Abstract is foreign to Englehart’s thinking; and she has only dabbled in oil painting.
“Oil has some properties that I wish acrylic provided, but there are also some downfalls as far as the technique with which you
approach the order of painting. It’s a lot
more regulated as far as what layer goes
when, whereas acrylic, I can work backwards, I can go back over it. It’s a lot more
forgiving, if you will.”

After the war
Englehart lives now in New Orleans,
where she is director of the Louisiana
National Guard Museums and where her
life since the war in Iraq now includes a
new role as a mother. She continues to
paint, whether it be fresh fish from the market or weathered buildings in the city.
She painted a few pictures after Hurricane
Katrina devastated parts of New Orleans.
But the project that has been most interesting to her after Iraq was probably after
her Louisiana National Guard unit rushed
in to help the country of Haiti recover from
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the shock and awe of a major earthquake.
She later painted about 25 paintings for a
silent auction that helped raise money for
Haitian relief.
“That didn’t focus on the military but
it was because of the military that I was
there,” said Englehart, who is now a captain in the Louisiana National Guard. “We
went over there and helped them rebuild
some schools. That was probably the most
impoverished place I have ever been. To
see the people there, the kids were so full
of heart, so full of play, and it didn’t matter that the diapers that they were wearing
were made from a piece of plastic that they
found on the ground. They were playing

with old oil containers, sitting in what I
would refer to as a big land dump – where
we were building it was just debris everywhere. People are so amazing. They were
just beautiful.”
Englehart said she remains close to her
Pierre roots and says the landscape of the
Missouri River valley still influences her
sense of aesthetics.
“It’s absolutely beautiful, I’ve always
thought that. I still surprise people when
they say, ‘Really, what’s in South Dakota?’
And I tell them about this beautiful place
that I come from. You’re on a valley, the
hills, the sunrises, the sunsets, the river
itself – all of that.”

